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=============== New Features/Changes ===============
• The Advanced Settings of an Advanced Print report has a new option to control
whether the Last Line settings only apply to the last row on a page that is breaking or if
it also applies to the last row in the entire report. Old reports will default to this setting
being off.
• In the movement window that shows the potential movements after a chuteside job is
done, the From Pen and To Pen columns now show the current count in the pens
(before the move) so you can get an idea of how the move will affect the counts. Also,
once you try to move the animals Fusion checks to see if the combined movements for
any pen/lot will exceed the actual count currently in the pen and warns you giving you
a choice of whether to proceed or fix the issue.
• You should now be able to use the ESC key to cancel most windows.
• In the Lot edit window, under the Projections tab, there are two new fields: Projected
Out Date and Projected Out Weight. If you are submitting lot info to an outside source
these are the fields that will now be sent to them as the "ProjectedOutDate" and
"ProjectedAvgOutWeight" items. Upon upgrading, Fusion will automatically fill in these
fields with the information that was already being sent. From then on you will have full
control over this information. These fields also show up in the Lot Center window, both
in the list area and in the detail area.
• In Withdrawal window there is now a user right associated with whether the Include
Feed Withdrawals checkbox can be turned off. Also, when it is turned off, the Overall
Withdrawal column label changes to "Drug Withdrawal" to emphasize that only drugs
withdrawals are taken into account. Finally, if a report is printed, a note at the top of
the report will indicate whether feed withdrawals were included in the report.
• A new user right exists that controls whether someone can set global defaults for list
window views, searches, sorts, etc.
• Added a new field to the Animal list window called Carcass Dollars Per lb for
comparing carcasses on a per unit basis.
• The Secondary Backup settings on Fusion Server now have the option to specify how
many backups to keep for each secondary backup location.
=================== Bug Fixes ===================
• If two cohorts were created in a row on the same day, and both were for the same
pen and lot, the Pen count would not update until that night. The same thing would
happen if an in cohort was created for a pen and then a move occurred from the same
pen right after. This is fixed.

• If an new Advanced Print report was created, but then canceled, a report with no
name would still be created. This is fixed and any reports with no names have been
removed.
• During a chuteside job with a Relocate By Sort subjob, Fusion would make the new
pen the animal's current pen, but not the animal's home pen. This is fixed.
• In the Out Cohort edit window, when tabbing out of the Out Time field the cursor
would go into the Entity field. This was fine, but even when no information changed,
Fusion would ask about changing the pay weight which was annoying. This is fixed and
you will not be asked about changing the weight unless the weight might actually be
different.
• If you edited the Previous RFID field in the Animal History window, the change did not
save. This is fixed.

